In [2, p. 36 ] the problem is raised of finding an algebraic characterization of those Boolean algebras for which the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem holds.
Some results in this direction are known: in [6 and 3] it is proved that this theorem is true for Boolean algebras with the Interpolation Property, in [5] the same result is proved for those which have the (/)-Property, and in [4] it is announced that the theorem is true for the class of Boolean algebras with the Subsequential Completeness Property.
In this paper we define a new class of Boolean algebras (Definition 1), strictly containing the above-mentioned classes (Proposition 2 and Theorem 7), and such that the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem holds for measures on these Boolean algebras (Theorem 4). DEFINITION 1. Let A be a Boolean algebra. We say that A has the Subsequential Interpolation Property if, for every disjoint sequence (an)neuJ in A and for every infinite M C w, there exist a G A and an infinite N C M such that o" < a if n G N and an A a = 0 if n G oj -N. PROOF. We first suppose that A has the (/)-Property.
Let (a")n&J be a disjoint sequence in A and M be an infinite subset of oj. We apply (2) to the sequences Let Cfc = bk -y{h: i < fc} for fc Gui. Since (cfc)fc€u, is a disjoint sequence in A,
we have lim^oo |p|(cfc) = 0. Hence there exists k G u) such that |p|(cfc) < £.
It is clear that a = Ck and M = Nk satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. By Lemma 3 there exist bk+i G A and an infinite Nk+i C Nk such that iMnfc+J^fc+i) < £A an < bk+i if ne Nk+i and an Abk+i = 0 if n G Nk -Nh+1.
We can further assume that nk+i < min(Nk+i) and bk+i < bk, and continue the induction.
Consider the following family of elements of A: ano,ani,... ,ank,...,
-(anoVbo), b0-(ani Vbx),..., bk-i~(ank \fbk),.... We claim this family is disjoint. Indeed, if j > k then n, G Nj-i C Nk and anj < bk, hence aUjA(bk-i-(ank Vbk)) = 0, and since j -1 > fc then bj-i < bk, hence Since M is infinite, we cannot have lim"_00 p"(a) = 0; that is a contradiction. We shall now prove that the class of Boolean algebras with the Subsequential Interpolation Property is larger than the other classes mentioned above. We use a method of R. Haydon [4] for constructing Boolean algebras with the Subsequential Completeness Property and other special properties.
LEMMA 5. Let (Dn)neul be a disjoint sequence of infinite subsets of ui which covers u. If Ao is the Boolean algebra of subsets of w generated by (Dn)neuJ and by the finite subsets, then there is no A G Ao such that {n Gui: An Dn is finite} and {n G w: Dn -A is finite) are both infinite.
PROOF. Notice first that if S is the Boolean algebra generated by the sequence (Dn)nGw then the elements of S have the form (J{D" : n e TV}, where N is a finite or cofinite subset of w.
It is clear that Ao = {A C w: .BAA is finite for some B G B}. Thus if for some A G Ao the sets {new:
An Dn is finite} and {n G oj: Dn -A is finite} are both infinite, then {n G u¡: B C\ Dn is finite} and {n € w : Dn -B is finite} are also infinite for the corresponding B G B, contradicting the above expression for B. (dn)neu be as above. We prove that for no infinite M C uj, (dn)nEM has least upper bound in B. To see this let b be an upper bound of (dn)neM, A G b, and for each n e M, let mn G Dn D A. Since the sequence ({mn})neM is disjoint and A has the Subsequential Completeness Property, there exists an infinite N c M such that there exists in A the least upper bound C of ({m"})nejv-It is clear that C = {mn : n G N} and that the class of A -C is an upper bound of (dn)neM that is strictly smaller than b.
REMARK. F. K. Dashiell [1] has shown that the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem holds for up-down semicomplete Boolean algebras which verify an additional lattice property. It is easy to find examples of Boolean algebras with the Subsequential Interpolation Property without the Dashiell property. However it is unknown to us if our property is weaker than that of Dashiell.
